Larry H. Miller eulogized as man who 'lived a charmed life'

Jazz owner Larry Miller was remembered in an hour-and-a-half service Saturday afternoon as a man who touched everyone, from a small hamburger shop owner to an entire community and state.
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Iron County deputies looking for suspects in home invasion

Police are searching for three men after a home invasion robbery in Iron County early Saturday morning. At about 4:30 a.m., three men broke into a home located just north of State Road 56, east of Modena near the Utah-Nevada state line, said Iron County Sheriff's Deputy Aaron Pallesen.
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Obama expects budget fight, and he’s ready to rumble

Senate votes in favor of capping death-penalty appeals

Utah’s ‘Zion Curtain’: Competing liquor bills on collision course

Politics Blog: Out of Context

Buttheads Unite!

by www.sltrib.com 17 hours ago

Senate Majority Leader Sheldon Killpack got a little steamed Friday after reading that Salt Lake County Councilman Joe Hatch ...
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Wasatch Front air quality

The Utah Division of Air Quality has issued pollution index ratings for the following counties:

- UTAH
- SALT LAKE
- DAVIS
- WEBER
- Cache
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floundering like General Motors

The only thing more depressed than the economy these days must be the collective psyche of Detroit Piston fans. Less than seven weeks before the start of the playoffs, it’s difficult to tell which Michigan-based institution is doing better – the Pistons or General Motors. Full Story

- BYU men’s hoops: Family man Cummard hopes to cement legacy with NCAA run
- Title at stake for the Utes
- USU hoops: Newbold regains touch as Title at stake for the Utes
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State gets hip with new economic-development pitch

When at Sundance, be like Sundance. That’s the approach the Governor’s Office of Economic Development (GOED) took in producing a state promotional DVD whose debut showings were for financial movers and shakers attending the Sundance Film Festival. Full Story

- More layoffs coming for northern Utah
- Ex-Zrii workers allege greed, mismanagement
- Gay-rights group drops boycott against Garff
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Nasdaq | 1377.84 | -13.63 (-0.98%)
NYSE | 4617.03 | -204.71 (-4.25%)
AMEX | 1332.42 | -68.70 (-4.90%)
S&P 500 | 735.09 | -17.74 (-2.36%)
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Acai Berry Side Effects

Warning! Want To Try Acai Berry? Have You…

www.AcaiHealthTest.com
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Hang up

Keep your eyes on the road. That’s what Mom or Dad told you while digging their fingernails into the seat and teaching you how to drive. But just as important is this: Keep your mind on the road. Full Story
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The Bingo Queens

Ruby Ridge works the crowd in the social hall at Salt Lake City’s First Baptist Church in his green moss wig, dangly grape-bunch earrings and silver platform pumps. Full Story

- Kirby: Conversion through contempt never works
- Park City church helps make faith-filled film
- St. George women partner to write hymnal
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HAPPENING TODAY
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- Old Time Square and Contra Dance with Loose Shoes
- Brownie ‘Science in Action’ and ‘Science Wonders’ Try-It
- Romeo & Juliet
- TEMPLE SQUARE

PERFORMANCES
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Drag queen bingo
People from all walks of life get together to play bingo for charity.

Larry H. Miller viewing
People share their memories of Larry H. Miller following his viewing.

Air Quality Rally
Concerned citizens hold an air quality rally at the Utah Capitol

Lambs Cafe turns 90
Utah’s longest continually running restaurant turns 90.

Pat Bagley Herblock Prize Winner
Pat Bagley draws his favorite characters and talks about winning the herblock prize.
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**Woman with 2 wombs delivers twin daughters**
MARQUETTE, Mich. - A Michigan woman with two wombs has given birth to twin daughters -- one from each uterus. The Mining Journal and WLUC-TV report that Sarah Reinfeelder's two healthy babies were delivered seven weeks premature Thursday by cesarean section at Marquette General Hospital in Full Story

- Judge releases boy, 14, who impersonated police officer
- Colorado withdraws ticket issued to good Samaritan
- Woman breast-feeding, talking on cell while driving

CLOSE-UP

**I-80 neighbors: Let there be a wall**
A wider Interstate 80 is eating into a pocket-size Sugar House neighborhood, where residents who want a sound wall hope the state's cash-strapped roads department can bring them some relief. Full Story

- Sandy home prices fall 6.6%
- Shooting spurs community action to tune into kids' needs
- Budget battles often tear at police, fire protection
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Free Rate Quotes in Salt Lake City
Get a free quote when you visit Starving Students. SSMovers.com.

Hotels in Salt Lake City Utah
Save on Salt Lake City Hotels. Book online or call now and save. book.hotelreservations.com

Salt Lake City Utah: GO-UTAH.com
Complete travel guide with pictures and maps for Salt Lake City, Utah, www.go-utah.com
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